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I. Introduction

The current economic and legal system in the United States fails to guide society toward a sustainable future. A sustainable future is one that involves the just and efficient use of natural resources, wealth, and opportunities in a manner that equitably preserves the natural environment for future generations. The key to achieving sustainability is to change the practices of commerce, which presently exist unencumbered by real connections to the environment. Through adoption of The Natural Step model and other significant influences, commerce, and society, can develop into a more sustainable, restorative existence.

The goal of this article is to introduce The Natural Step to the legal community and to illustrate the value of The Natural Step model, which establishes a set of first-order principles of sustainability. The Natural Step principles, when combined with legal and other approaches, can productively influence commercial practices, and society in general, to function more in harmony with the rules of nature. This article seeks to demonstrate how lawyers can use The Natural Step to effectuate positive change toward sustainability. In fact, effective use of the law is essential to attaining a sustainable future according to The Natural Step principles.

Part I of this article illustrates that sustainability is absent from the majority of commercial life. This reality poses a significant threat to our long-term prosperity. Part II demonstrates how lawyers can use The Natural Step to effectuate positive change toward sustainability.
strates that the current economic and legal system does not adequately provide the necessary regulation or incentive to guide commerce toward sustainable practices. Therefore, we must modify the rules of commerce so that they better conform to the rules of nature.

Part III introduces The Natural Step and demonstrates its significance as a model for sustainability. The Natural Step sets forth an easily understandable and concrete set of guidelines that all members of society can use to monitor whether they, or the institutions in which they are involved, are acting according to sustainable principles. This section highlights the benefits that governments, businesses and lawyers gain as a result of The Natural Step’s systems-based methodology. Through adoption of The Natural Step’s framework and by implementing its policies, businesses can decrease their environmental liabilities, increase energy efficiencies, gain a competitive advantage, and improve their bottom line. The section further demonstrates The Natural Step’s value in that, when combined with an environmental management system, it provides the system with a much needed framework for implementation of The Natural Step’s principles. The section also raises additional issues that should be considered when applying The Natural Step as a sustainability program on a broad-based level. Furthermore, the section evidences the practical application results that businesses worldwide have attained through use of The Natural Step principles.

Part IV discusses the role of lawyers in promoting change toward a sustainable future. This section sets forth a strategic implementation program to complement The Natural Step model and identifies the current programs and projects undertaken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) that are aligned with these principles. The section illustrates a number of effective approaches that can be implemented to transform commerce and society. These approaches demonstrate that a sustainable future can only come about through sweeping reform of existing law and significant changes in the ways in which government operates and influences behavior. Finally, the conclusion illustrates the need for all segments of society to work toward the same goal. Government leaders, lawyers and the business community must all proactively become involved if we are to bring about a new and sustainable economy.

II. Commerce and Its Unsustainable Ways

Commercial activity has perpetuated extraordinary ecological consequences that severely jeopardize the earth’s ability to sustain itself. Due to commerce’s unsustainable practices, environmental problems have multiplied and changed drastically as they have become increasingly more complex, permanent, and global in nature. The result is a systematic threat to the long-term prosperity of our environment and our economy.

The environmental problems we face are caused by the fact that commerce is ignoring the laws of nature. Conventional accounting principles have never placed “natural capital,” comprised of both the resources we use and the services they provide, on the balance sheet. Furthermore, the current trend of commerce to pursue greater levels of global activity is making it increasingly difficult for societies to move toward a sustainable path. As long as society fails to require commerce to take responsibility for its role in depleting natural capital, environmental problems will only worsen.

With environmental problems, complicated
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issues of social justice, race, gender, and poverty have often been exacerbated by unsustainable commercial activity. Consequently, the failure of commerce to operate in a responsible manner has caused detrimental repercussions throughout all of society.

III. The Current Economic and Legal System Fails to Promote Sustainability Within Commerce

"In many ways business economics makes itself up as it progresses, and essentially lacks any guiding principles to relate it to such fundamental and critical concepts as evolution, biological diversity, carrying capacity, and the health of the commons." Moreover, the economic market is unable to incorporate a sustainability evaluation in its own terms. While economic theory can account for pollution and depletion of finite resources, it is difficult to find methods that fully evaluate these aspects in monetary terms. "In such efforts, attempts are made to evaluate the costs for marginal changes without reference or consideration to the overall conditions for sustainability." The result is that "costs tend not to escalate until something dramatic occurs, which means that feedback comes too late." 

Prevailing commercial practices are guided by the promise that we can stay the way we are and do business unencumbered by real connections to the environment. This type of commercial operation will persist until businesses voluntarily change their policies or the government steps in to create the necessary incentives to change their behavior. Because businesses inherently will exclude particular costs, such as the true costs of destroying natural capital, unless otherwise influenced to become accountable for them, this problem is likely to persist as long as government action and leadership remain ineffective.

The current "command and control" regulatory model does not promote sustainability because it allows the business community to exist free from legitimate environmental and social responsibility. The major environmental laws, such as the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, National Environmental Policy Act, Federal Land Policy and Management Act, and Endangered Species Act, do not get to the root of environmental problems because they do not regulate based on the well-established laws of nature. The media-by-media approaches governed by our environmental laws fail to focus on the fact that our natural
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resource base is an integral component of the ecosphere. Consequently, these laws do not require commerce to face its three most critical issues: what it takes, what it makes, and what it wastes-all of which have profound implications for the environment's natural cycle. "First, [commerce] takes too much from the environment and does so in a harmful way; second, the products it makes require excessive amounts of energy, toxins, and pollutants; and finally, the method of manufacture and the very products themselves produce extraordinary waste and cause harm to present and future generations of all species including humans." Until commerce squarely deals with these fundamental issues, pollution and depletion of our natural resources will continue at alarming rates.

By not compelling commerce to bear its full costs, government gives ecologically destructive business operations an enormous subsidy. We cannot afford for this policy to continue. We therefore are at a point where we need to modify the rules of commerce "so that they conform to the rules of the biophysical world which cannot be amended, changed or negotiated." We must proceed using the overall physical conditions for sustainability as the basis for any approach, as "nature must survive independently of how it is economically evaluated." Because "[t]here is no guarantee that all environmental costs can ever be internalized [so] that prices alone will provide enough information to foster [sustainable commercial practices], . . . monetary models must be complemented with models based on physical indicators that measure society's development towards or away from sustainability." Thus, we need multidimensional and multilevel measures that focus early in the cause and effect chain and which derive from a comprehensive description of the overall physical conditions that must be met in a sustainable society. Once this change occurs and "[natural capital] is included, not as a free amenity or as a putative infinite supply, but as an integral and valuable part of the production process, everything changes. Prices, costs, and what is and isn't economically sound change dramatically.

IV. The Natural Step as a Solution

The Natural Step is a theoretical model of sustainability that was developed among one hundred eminent Swedish scientists and coordinated in 1988 by cancer physician Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt. The Natural Step model was the result of twenty-one drafts that Robèrt sent
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to all of the scientists, inviting feedback until they agreed upon a final consensus document on ecological principles.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{A. The Natural Step and Its Potential Influence}

"The power and originality of [The Natural Step] is that it distills complex scientific principles into [four easily understandable concepts]."\textsuperscript{35} This quality allows any person, whether a company president or chemical engineer, to work with others in his or her own way, toward a common goal.\textsuperscript{36} Because everyone can comprehend the same basic concepts set forth in The Natural Step model, individuals, organizations, communities and governments gain the ability to think strategically together about the best approaches that can be taken to invest in a sustainable future. The Natural Step model also provides "a framework for thinking that helps clarify and identify the right questions with respect to sustainability and a way to map out the steps for formulating and testing solutions."\textsuperscript{37} Consequently, The Natural Step framework, together with a strategic program, provides a concrete model, a compass, that can guide society toward sustainability.\textsuperscript{38}

\subsection*{1. The Four System Conditions}

The Natural Step incorporates four basic system conditions, all of which are prerequisites to a sustainable society. The first system condition requires that "the functions and biodiversity of the ecosphere must not be systematically undermined by increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the lithosphere"\textsuperscript{39}—meaning that "fossil fuels, metals, and other minerals must not be extracted and dispersed at a faster pace than their slow redeposit and reintegration into the earth’s crust."\textsuperscript{40} The second system condition requires that "the functions and biodiversity of the ecosphere are not systematically undermined by . . . increasing concentrations of substances produced in the technosphere"\textsuperscript{41}—meaning that substances (molecules and nuclides) "must not be produced and dispersed" by human society "at a faster pace than they can be broken down and integrated into the cycles of nature or be deposited into the earth’s crust."\textsuperscript{42} The third system condition requires that "the functions and biodiversity of the ecosphere are not systematically undermined by . . . physical impoverishment from manipulation or overharvesting"\textsuperscript{43}—meaning that the ecosystem must not be harvested, mismanaged, or displaced in such a way that its productive capacity and diversity systematically deteriorate.\textsuperscript{44} The fourth system condition requires that the "use of resources is fair and efficient enough to meet vital human needs everywhere"—meaning basic human needs must be met with the most resource-efficient methods possible and meeting these needs must take precedence over luxury consumption.\textsuperscript{45} Furthermore,
2. The Natural Step Demonstrates its Value as a Successful Model for Sustainability

The Natural Step satisfies all of the requirements for a successful model of sustainability. First, The Natural Step model is based on scientifically accepted principles. The model proceeds from well-established laws of nature (the laws of physics, thermodynamics, and evolutionary biology) and from the fact that humanity must exist within a limited environment.49

Second, the model contains a scientifically supportable definition of sustainability. The Natural Step model follows the general rule that substantial divergences from the natural state (i.e., when compared to natural fluctuations) must be avoided.50 Furthermore, by focusing on the underlying mechanisms rather than the effects in nature, the model avoids the requirement of knowing all the complex potential effects downstream.51 Rather, the model encourages people to think “upstream” in the cause and effect chains to the first-order principles of any system, which enables people to better understand and more easily address problems.52

Third, The Natural Step model is applicable at different levels and views the economy as a subsystem of the ecosystem at each level. By proceeding from a whole systems perspective (the ecosphere), the model provides an absolute frame of reference rather than a sum of varying details.53 This component of The Natural Step demonstrates its extraordinary value. The incorporation of a systems-based approach provides a government, a business or a lawyer with the framework and skill-set in which to bring about fundamental transformation in commerce and throughout society. In particular, it gives lawyers a methodology with which to assist their clients to decrease their liabilities by going beyond compliance, to increase their efficiencies and to improve their bottom line.54 The clients further gain a competitive advantage, eliminate the potential for incurring the exorbitant legal costs typically involved with environmental-related litigation and better ensure the business’s security in surviving the uncertainties of the twenty-first century.

The Natural Step model also “can be used as an integrating framework to seamlessly tie together many different components of a system into one coherent whole, such as different and disparate environmental programs within an organization.”55 Moreover, the model is universally applicable in having all components of society to meet the four system conditions.56 Thus, individuals will be able to see how their actions aggregate to affect both the micro and macro levels and can understand their role in the overall movement toward sustainability.57

Fourth, the micro-economic perspective within The Natural Step model does not require individuals to act against their self-interest. Compliance with the model’s framework is and will continue to be in the long-term self-interest (economic and other) of individuals and institutions.58

Fifth, The Natural Step model is “pedagogical and simple to disseminate [whereby] it can support a public consensus necessary to be put into practice democratically.”59 The model’s purpose “is to stimulate informed democratic decisions in politics and industry through the creation of public understanding of scientific matters in the simplest possible way, but without ending up in reductionism.”60 The model describes an overall framework “for the relation
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Sixth, The Natural Step model is not adversarial nor does it engender unnecessary resistance. The Natural Step’s “applicability at various geographic scales, reliance on self interest, and accessible pedagogy, all combine to give the model a bridge-building function.”62 By leaving the specific details of implementation to individuals, the model “stimulates engagement and respect rather than defence [sic] mechanisms.”63 Furthermore, it engenders education and consensus-building among those involved in the process of applying the model to a particular organization or legislation.

Seventh, The Natural Step model is capable of implementation without first requiring large-scale societal changes. Consequently, corporations, political parties, and all segments of the public are able to use the model directly in today’s economic reality.64 The model immediately can be put into practice and can be implemented through small steps of behavioral change.65

Finally, The Natural Step model “can be used as a starting point for developing ‘new economies’ that “recognize a new and larger pattern of scarcity to which old and basic economic principles must be applied.”66 Accordingly, the prices that guide can be those that incorporate the full costs to society and which include the cost of maintaining environmental sustainability.67 Therefore, “once the market is constrained by [The Natural Step’s] four System Conditions,” market prices would be those “that internalize the previously external cost of non-sustainability.”68

The Natural Step model represents a successful and comprehensive approach to achieving sustainability. By embracing commercial activity, The Natural Step goes to the heart of the problem, and sets forth an effective method in which to begin to move society forward to a new, sustainable existence.

B. Additional Considerations Not Addressed by The Natural Step Model

The Natural Step model was not intended to be an all-encompassing model covering the whole area of sustainability.69 Its purpose was to set forth an irrefutable set of scientifically-based principles to educate the public and to help guide society toward sustainability.70 The Natural Step model’s objective is to serve “as a shared mental model for the structuring of thoughts within universities, business corporations and municipalities.”71 While The Natural Step principles set forth a general model for creating a sustainable future, there are some details that, by design, have been excluded. They have been left out because they are, in a sense, separate issues from a sustainability model. These issues include remedying historical inequities and implementing the four system conditions in the current political reality. Even though these issues may not have a place in a non-prescriptive model, such as The Natural Step, they must be faced when contemplating any comprehensive sustainability framework and are essential to establishing a sustainable future. Thus, they should be analyzed here in the context of using The Natural Step model as a means to effectuate broad-based change throughout a nation, such as the United States.

1. The Issue of Historical Inequities

“Inequitable distribution of industrial benefits [i.e. natural resources, wealth, and opportunities] and burdens throughout national and global industrialized economies created the inequities in post-industrial societies.”72 This distribution was unequal among race, gender,
and income classes. Consequently, any comprehensive framework for sustainability should seek to remedy this critical problem. In fact, this should be a primary goal because any comprehensive sustainability approach “will require historically disenfranchised people to be personally committed to the program.”

Because Sweden, the birthplace of The Natural Step, is a relatively homogenous society, Sweden most likely has not experienced substantial minority populations that have faced significant injustices. Moreover, the number of people living in poverty in Sweden is relatively small, and the difference in income level between average income and low income continues to be moderate. Therefore, Sweden has not encountered the magnitude of problems concerning historical inequity that other nations, such as the United States, have. Thus, when using The Natural Step model as a broad-based scheme in a country such as the United States, there must be a concerted effort to address the historical inequities issue, which is more problematic and poses greater obstacles to achieving sustainability than it does in other parts of the world.

The Natural Step model recognizes the importance of equity in its fourth system condition, which requires a “[f]air and efficient use of resources with respect to meeting human needs… everywhere today and in the future.” Inherent in the model is the understanding that “such fairness [and efficiency] is essential for social stability and the cooperation needed for making the large-scale changes.” This condition means that “if we are more efficient, technically, in organization and socially, more services with the possibility of meeting human needs can be provided for a given level of influence on nature.”

However, it seems that in order to achieve a sustainable society, at least in the United States, “basic human needs should be met with the most resource-efficient methods possible.” Rather, the approach must seek to generate further equality among the excessively rich and those minority low-income populations that have been historically oppressed. A stronger emphasis on this issue is necessary in order to achieve true sustainability. For instance, tax revenue, subsidies, and other forms of government spending should be used as economic means to address historical inequities in the current system. The redistribution of wealth and other opportunities is an obvious first step for the government to take.

One example of how social inequities can be remedied is through green taxes, which will result in a tax shift from the higher production costs that are passed on to the consumer. Imposing taxes on environmentally unsound products (such as those which are energy intense or pollutant generating), will cause their prices to rise. This price increase will have an extra burdensome impact on the poor, because the poor then will be unable to afford many of these necessary products and services. In this context, any green tax scheme would be to “change what is taxed, not who is taxed. But no tax shift is uniform, and without adjustments for lower incomes, a shift toward taxing resources would likely be regressive.” Thus, government policies that seek to support The Natural Step four system conditions can be used so that they will benefit the lower class and those who have been unjustly impacted by present economic and legal policy. It is time that a new system comes into place that seeks to remedy past inequities and to address the environment and social inequities in the same step. We should use increases in tax revenues and shifts in subsidy policy to restore societal equality.
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Moreover, minorities, women, and lower income populations also should benefit from an economic marketplace comprised of commercial enterprises that are more accountable to their communities. Businesses in a sustainable economy will generate greater employment opportunities and a sense of value to "people whose jobs [in the current system] have been downsized, re-engineered, or restructured out of existence [and who] are being told that we have created an economic system so ingenious that it doesn’t need them..."85 Furthermore, stakeholder decision-making approaches involve empowering and educating the public by giving all of its members knowledge and understanding of critical societal issues.86 These strategies, combined with a more localized and community involved government, will allow those who previously have been economically and politically disenfranchised to achieve a genuine stake in the process.87

2. The Issue of Implementation

One of the virtues of The Natural Step is that it does not coerce individuals to change their behavior in particular ways according to a prescriptive detailed program.88 The model was designed to be applicable "on a general level [so that] different actors within business, organisations [sic] and municipalities...can draw conclusions about what these restrictions imply for their specific activities."89 The Natural Step seeks to educate the public so that individuals will determine on their own how they will comply with the model. By leaving this determination to individuals, the Natural Step "stimulates engagement and respect rather than defence [sic] mechanisms."90

The Natural Step model was intended to supplement strategic government programs which use the model as guidance, in creating necessary incentives to foster and promote the model’s principles throughout society.91 The Natural Step does not attempt to describe this necessary strategic program, but rather has established a useful framework that leaves it up to individual government leaders to devise the conditions into their own guidelines and policies.92 In fact, The Natural Step is effective because it is not a prescriptive program. Due to the complexity of the issues involved, it would be impossible to create a strict program that would apply to all situations. Through education, The Natural Step provides the public with a critical basic understanding and leaves it up to individuals and government leaders to figure out how to achieve the changes that are needed. Again, here is an area where lawyers can and must have a role. Lawyers should actively seek to work within the political process to change the laws so as to influence societal behaviors in ways that will better comply with The Natural Step’s system conditions.93 Any approach must involve "environmentally concerned customers, stricter legislation, and higher costs and fees for resources as well as pollution" which lawyers can promote and establish.94

Because The Natural Step, by design, is only a theoretical model, it does not address today's problematic political reality that large corporations have taken over our political system.95 Given this predicament, it will be
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extremely difficult to bring about stricter legislation to promote the four system conditions. Furthermore, even if stricter legislation can be implemented, the political reality will still remain— that corporations would still have tremendous influence on the political system. Thus, additional measures must be taken to keep the commercial and government, or guardian, entities isolated from guidance of roles within the other system.96 Because “all thousand mile journeys commence with one step the model should be implemented within today’s economic reality by taking relatively small steps in the right direction.”97 Nonetheless, due to current regulatory and compliance issues, it is becoming apparent that business and other organizational entities will be forced to substantially improve their pollution prevention methods to better comply with The Natural Step system condition framework. Ultimately, the parties responsible for our environmental degradation will have to reevaluate what they take, what they make, and what they waste so as to limit their ecological harm.98 At the same time, businesses and other entities presently are increasing their profits and becoming more economically competitive as a direct result of changing their operations to ones that function more in line with the rules of nature.99 The case studies discussed in Part III.D demonstrate that The Natural Step strategies have improved companies’ bottom lines. Thus, the marketplace itself rewards and will continue to reward those organizations that operate more sustainably.

C. The Natural Step Benefit to an Environmental Management Systems Approach

An Environmental Management System (“EMS”) assists an organization in understanding its environmental effects. EMSs seek to evaluate and typically improve the environmental impacts of an organization’s activities (i.e. the environmental performance of the organization).100 An EMS is based on the notion that having better systems in place will lead to improved environmental performance and will generate less pollution.101 Although current EMS regulation is legally voluntary in nature, EMSs are increasingly being implemented by businesses nationwide and worldwide. As demonstrated in the following section, The Natural Step can assist a company’s EMS in expanding from merely focusing on compliance and incremental environmental improvements, to simultaneously enhancing the company’s environmental and economic performance while strategically bringing about a comparative advantage. Thus, organizations that are implementing an EMS should strongly consider aligning the EMS with The Natural Step strategy.

The International Standards Organization’s (“ISO”) 14001 environmental standard series is expected to become the most widely accepted global environmental management standard and is also expected to become a condition of doing business with numerous companies and corporations worldwide.102 Therefore, the following analysis will demonstrate the benefits of applying The Natural Step to the ISO 14001
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program. Nevertheless, The Natural Step provides value to any EMS, regardless of whether it is an ISO 14001.\textsuperscript{103}

The management standard of ISO 14001 consists of several key components.\textsuperscript{104} The first component is planning—top management must institute an environmental policy for the organization, identify “environmental aspects” of the organization’s activities, products and services, and the applicable legal requirements, and establish environmental objectives and targets through a detailed program.\textsuperscript{105} The second component is implementation—organizations must institute internal processes to implement their policies and objectives, including designation of environmental managers, training programs, and communication systems and operating procedures.\textsuperscript{106} The final component is monitoring and review—organizations must regularly monitor their environmental progress and must regularly conduct management system audits to verify compliance with ISO 14001.\textsuperscript{107}

The management system outlined in ISO 14001 is cyclic. The cycle begins by setting an environmental policy, planning how it will be carried out, implementing those plans, monitoring and ensuring compliance, reviewing the program’s efficacy, and beginning a new cycle with a revised policy and program based on the
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supports a big enough strategic vision to make the investment pay off." 110 "Any company seeking ISO 14001 certification will need some type of framework to analyze its environmental impacts and prioritize options for continual improvement... The Natural Step (TNS), because it focuses on content (not process) and is based on a systems perspective, and focuses on root causes of environmental problems, fits particularly well with ISO 14001." 111 The long-term vision provided by The Natural Step will serve as the anchor for the ISO 14001 program and will enable the program to reflect the principles of sustainability embraced within The Natural Step model. Moreover, it provides value to those implementing an ISO 140001 program in all phases of the cycle-identifying those environmental aspects in which to improve, setting targets and objectives, training all employees within the organization about the policy and program, and performing the periodic management review and analysis. 112

The specific area where The Natural Step will be most influential in its impact on an ISO 14001 program is in its benchmarking capacity. Here, The Natural Step’s system conditions are utilized to help an organization evaluate its current situation, gain a vision of where it needs to go and develop a program for achieving its goals. 113 First, "an examination is carried out [regarding the] organisation’s [sic] environmental aspects and impacts" to identify "how the organisation’s [sic] goods and services and other activities violate the system conditions." 114 The Natural Step system conditions can be used to classify those findings in terms of discerning which areas are the most ecologically harmful. 115 Second, the organization analyzes the ways in which it could perform those operations, manufacture those products and/or engage in those other activities to meet the system conditions. 116 This stage will define the frame and sustainable vision for the organization and should have significant influence on the policies and programs implemented by the organization. 117 Third, the organization develops programs that will assist it in achieving its defined future vision. 118 This will enable the organization to use the goal as the starting point for development of the program and "look[] back from there and work[] out how to chart a path toward that future. This approach [is] known as systems planning through ‘backcasting.’" 119 Here, the organization should embark upon a "a broad strategic and expansive consideration of the types of measures and initiatives that can be taken at each stage. 120 Finally, top management must support the policies and programs, establishing that their application is carried through.

D. Practical Application Results in the Commercial Setting

The Natural Step model already has demonstrated its own applicability. The model is "spreading among corporations and municipalities in and outside of Sweden that learn to apply it in an autonomous way." 121 Many companies that have adopted The Natural Step's model have achieved increased environmental compliance and eco and energy efficiencies, reduced costs and liabilities, improved life-cycle performance and gained a competitive advantage. 122 These companies demonstrate that it is in their long-term best interest for businesses to adopt The Natural Step principles, ensuring that the business continues well into the twenty-first century. The four companies discussed in detail below- IKEA, Scandic Hotels, Interface and Collins Pine Company-all have reported significant cost savings from...
their sustainability initiatives, that directly result in benefit to the companies’ bottom lines.123

IKEA, the Scandinavian-designed household products retailer, began applying The Natural Step to the company’s practices in 1990.124 The company embraced The Natural Step based on input from their customers in the mid-to-late 1980s over concerns about the environmental and health effects of their products and as a result of stricter environmental regulations pertaining to the maximum level of emissions allowed from formaldehyde off-gassing in their products. During this time, IKEA was also being criticized for its packaging waste, its use of PVC plastic (which contain dioxins), its catalog regarding the amount of trees felled each year, the use of chlorine, and the amount of waste generated in its production.126 IKEA was eventually sued by the Danish government in the mid-1980s for violating the country’s formaldehyde emissions regulation and for destroying the company’s public image, resulting in a 20% drop in sales in the Danish market.127 Furthermore, in 1992, the company was forced to recall all of its bookshelves containing formaldehyde which “cost IKEA and its suppliers tens of millions of dollars.”128

Consequently, IKEA began to take environmental issues very seriously.129 Based on The Natural Step principles, the company developed an ”Eco-Plus” line of products and has revolutionized its organization to integrate sustainability principles into daily decisions and practices in a comprehensive and broad-based manner.130 The Natural Step has helped the company to improve its environmental performance in every component of its activities, including material use, product design, future disassembly and recycling of its products, and its transportation and distribution systems. “In the U.S., IKEA is working with the United States Environmental Protection Agency on their Green Lights Program which encourages the use of energy-efficient lighting.”132 As a result, IKEA U.S. has “reduced its kilowatt demand by 781 kw and kilowatt hour usage by more than three million.”133 In particular, IKEA has learned that retrofitting its stores with fluorescent lighting can generate up to $86,000 in annual savings per store.134 The expected savings to IKEA from various components of that program exceed $500,000 annually.135 The company has made a remarkable transformation over the last decade, becoming a model for the sustainability movement. By achieving annual worldwide sales in excess of $7 billion, which is more than double its revenues from 1990, IKEA has demonstrated that improving a company’s environmental performance can better its bottom line.136

Scandic Hotels began using The Natural Step in 1993 when Scandic’s CEO “decided that concern for the environment needed to be a core unifying value for the company.”137 At the time, the hotel chain was on the verge of bankruptcy and had generated up to $50 million in losses from the previous three years of operation.138 Scandic has been very successful at integrating environmental considerations into all aspects of its day-to-day operations.139 The company developed an environmental barometer and index to track its environmental progress.140 Scandic also created a program focusing on resource efficiency, sustainability
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and dematerialization that measures "the total energy and water consumption, and unsorted waste, at each hotel on a monthly basis."\footnote{141} Climate and other factors, such as the number of guests per night, also are key to the program in order to make true comparisons of the percentage savings of energy and water and waste.\footnote{142} By increasing efficiency in these areas, Scandic believes it will have a competitive advantage in the future, especially in those countries where the prices of resources are rising faster than inflation.\footnote{143} The company estimates that savings from this program "go straight to the bottom line as increased profits."\footnote{144} In 1997, the most recent year of record, the program generated roughly $800,000 in savings.\footnote{145}

"To date, Scandic has documented over 2,000 individual measures" resulting in environmental performance improvements.\footnote{146} The most intriguing, perhaps, is "the innovation of a 97 percent recyclable" (or biodegradable) hotel room.\footnote{147} Scandic realized that, in the long-term, these rooms were less expensive to operate than their non-ecologically friendly counterparts.\footnote{148} Energized by its sustainability transformation, Scandic is enjoying record profits, reaching more than $25 million for 1997 "and has become one of Europe's most successful hotel chains."\footnote{149}

Interface, Inc., "the world's largest producer of contract commercial carpet", began using The Natural Step in 1996.\footnote{150} Interface was the first American company to adopt The Natural Step framework.\footnote{151} Interface seeks to be the first in industrial ecology and to be a model for sustainable, or even restorative, enterprises worldwide.\footnote{152}

We see the cyclical nature of ecosystems as providing a clear design for our future. Interface will use these principles as a guide to reduce its impact and footprint on the planet. At the same time, we will actively and creatively design new means of manufacturing that will eliminate the waste we now create. Thus it is a long-term commitment, one that cannot succeed overnight . . . . We have much to do, but much to work with.\footnote{153}

Interface believes that to be financially sustainable, the company must first become environmentally sustainable.\footnote{154} In order to reach this goal, Interface implemented a program called EcoSense, which measures its environmental performance and its progress toward sustainability.\footnote{155} Interface tracks and analyzes all of the materials and energy used by the company.\footnote{156} It also developed a zero-waste ideology waged through a program called Quality Utilizing Employee Suggestions and Teamwork ("QUEST") which aims to "eliminate the concept of waste from Interface operations."\footnote{157} Specific targeted priority is also given to the use of benign emissions, renewable energy, resource-efficient transportation, the delivery of services instead of materials, and the redesign of processes and products.
into cyclical flows.\textsuperscript{158}

In fact, the company has integrated a sustainability vision into every aspect of its operations.\textsuperscript{159} Meanwhile, The Natural Step provides Interface with a much-needed compass to indicate whether the company is on course to its final destination. In the first four years following implementation of sustainability initiatives, Interface saved approximately $76 million by eliminating resource waste.\textsuperscript{160} In addition, its innovative carpet designs, prompted by sustainable criteria,\textsuperscript{161} show real promise of significantly reducing the required quantity of input per unit of output.\textsuperscript{162} The company is thriving financially: since 1993, Interface’s sales have nearly doubled, growing to $1.135 billion in 1997.\textsuperscript{163}

Collins Pine Company, like Interface, began using The Natural Step in 1996. In the logging industry, Collins Pine has proven itself as an ecological steward due to the manner in which the health of the forest land owned and managed by the company is maintained. For example, the company’s Almanor forest land, comprising 94,000 acres (nearly one-third of its total forest holdings), has been logged continuously since 1943; however, “this forest has a higher inventory of wood standing and growing than when logging began” over five decades ago.\textsuperscript{164} Under Collins Pine’s philosophy the company “reaps the interest on the growth of their forest while protecting the principal.”\textsuperscript{165} The company has “understood that the trio of a healthy forest ecosystem, jobs in the community, and profits for the company [are] intertwined and [form] an unbreakable web. Destroy or overharvest the ecosystem and you destroy the chance of sustainable jobs and sustainable profits.”\textsuperscript{166}

The Natural Step “perspective has helped Collins (Pine) to examine every aspect of its business through the lens of ‘strategic sustainability.’”\textsuperscript{167} The Natural Step framework has enabled the company to develop the following initiatives: (1) curtail point source emissions; (2) attain zero waste water at all sources; (3) eliminate waste to landfills; (4) maximize use of renewable energy; (5) educate and inspire all employees; and (6) provide support to the community.\textsuperscript{168}

With a vigorous commitment from the company’s top management, Collins educated every employee about sustainability, utilizing a simultaneous top-down/bottom-up approach. Managers now review all expenditures to ensure that new capital investments are consistent with the four system conditions. . . . Beyond this, they are reviewing long-range strategic decisions to ensure their alignment with a sustainability perspective. Twenty-one projects currently comprise the company’s “Journey to Sustainability” initiative.\textsuperscript{169}

While the initiatives are still in their early stages, Collins Pine already has realized some tangible benefits from The Natural Step influence. By recycling sander dust from their particle board production process, the company generated from $500,000 to $750,000 savings because they did not have to upgrade the boiler used to burn such materials.\textsuperscript{170} The company also eliminated the need to spend an estimated $520,000 a year on other raw material costs because the company found ways in which to use the recycled sander dust.\textsuperscript{171} “Savings for reduced powerhouse steam is estimated to be $152,000/year , and the replacement of six
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Pallmann generators provided savings of approximately $118,000/year. The company's renovated "waste traps are recovering more than 90 percent of what previously was going into wastewater, at estimated cost savings of $25,000/year due to reduction in natural gas, electricity to pump water, and chemicals."

Other examples of commercial enterprises that have begun to use The Natural Step framework in their business operations in the United States include Placon, Inc., Mitsubishi Electric America, and Oki Semiconductor. Placon is currently working on several initiatives to build sustainability into their operations. These initiatives include developing a design database to aid in the assessment of materials for packaging that are more in line with the four System Conditions, considering a new product line designed around the principles of sustainability, developing a project to shift the sources and use of energy in our plant and building operations, and conducting company-wide education on The Natural Step.

Mitsubishi Electric America is using The Natural Step "principles as a framework to tie its environmental initiatives together, and it is...incorporating [The Natural Step] model into its ISO 14001 implementation process."

At each step, the Mitsubishi Electric America plants implementing ISO 14001 are looking at ISO through [The Natural Step] lens, ... Most of the plants are still writing procedures and developing systems. However, the plants are already doing so much to reduce waste, toxics use, and energy use that the people building the ISO program already know what direction they need to go in. [The Natural Step] informs many things, but will become even more useful as a framework later on when people start to think of the next step.

Oki Semiconductor also has begun to adopt The Natural Step. The Natural Step principles have helped Oki Semiconductor to reduce the company's use of toxics by ninety-eight percent and related toxic waste by seventy-seven percent which results in $60,000 annual savings for the company. Furthermore, the switch to The Natural Step practice has lowered the company's insurance premiums by $5,000 annually because of the company's improved environmental performance.

The companies discussed above demonstrate that The Natural Step has proven itself as a valuable planning model for concrete economic practice. For businesses wanting to make skillful investments, use of The Natural Step framework will result in cost savings over the long-term and also will reveal how a business can direct its activities to avoid exposing it to the uncertainties of future ecological, regulatory, and public pressures because when such issues develop, these complications directly result in costing the organization time, money and/or good-standing among its customer community. All of these factors directly affect a company's bottom line, whether it be from increased costs in handling the problem or decreased profits from its customers choosing to take their businesses elsewhere. The Natural Step can help to ensure that these environmentally-related problems never arise and can provide a crucial strategy for gaining a competitive advantage. By empowering the company with a greater understanding of envi-
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rsonal, economic, and environmental issues, The Natural Step can improve the company’s ability to "anticipate...changes in the market and in society."\textsuperscript{182} Furthermore, as society continues to use up the remaining available natural resources, the "cost of moving toward sustainability" is increasing.\textsuperscript{183} In other words, the cost of not moving toward sustainability can only increase over time.\textsuperscript{184} "Some companies will be put out of business by these costs, and others will spend a lot playing ‘catch-up’—following as quickly as they can in the tracks of industry leaders or reacting to unexpected changes in public mood or legal requirements."\textsuperscript{185} Gaining this competitive advantage is critical. Thus, it is indisputable that it is in a company’s best interest to ensure that it addresses these issues in ways that will benefit the company in the long-term.\textsuperscript{186} If a company can eliminate these uncertainties in a cost-effective manner, the company gains value and, in addition, becomes a part of the solution toward a sustainable, or even restorative, economy.

Not only has The Natural Step assisted businesses improve their bottom line, it has also proven valuable in other ways as well. By applying "a systems approach to explaining the linkages between the ecology and the economy, The Natural Step is a remarkably effective educational tool."\textsuperscript{187} The Natural Step distills the complexity of environmental issues, provides a common language to the concepts and perceptions, and helps to create awareness, understanding, and enthusiasm for sustainability initiatives. It provides a means to assist business employees to "understand their relationship as a company and as individuals, to the natural world."\textsuperscript{188} Moreover, embracing The Natural Step principles has been shown to generate other beneficial effects on an organization’s workforce by increasing employee enthusiasm and morale and employee satisfaction, which results in lower staff turnovers.\textsuperscript{189} This in turn enables companies to attract and retain the best available employees in the marketplace which would generate an overall higher quality work product.\textsuperscript{190} It also enables companies to form "long-term customer relations through increased consumer awareness of the environment."\textsuperscript{191} By holding similar visions or mental models of sustainability, the company develops a closer relationship with its customers and its public image is enhanced. "How a company is perceived [by the public] is vital to its success."\textsuperscript{192}

The Natural Step model also provides "a rational, science-based platform" upon which to base a strong positive vision for an organization.\textsuperscript{193} It "stimulates innovation and out-of-the-box thinking [by providing] a framework for design innovation."\textsuperscript{194} Examples from the four companies discussed in detail above demonstrate that numerous product innovations develop as a direct result of a proactive sustainability program based on The Natural Step model. Furthermore, by attaining better environmental performance, a company improves the prospect that it will survive as a successful and profitable organization, gaining valuable security in its future.

V. Combining Legal Approaches With The Natural Step

Attaining a sustainable economic system can only come about through a sweeping reform of existing law that is complemented by a number of additional approaches.\textsuperscript{195} This will entail establishing a more accountable government that can institute "a broad array of policy changes on issues of global trade, education, economic development, econometrics (includ-
ing measures of growth and well-being), and scientific research.” It will also include significantly changing the way in which government operates and how it influences societal behavior.

While there are many issues that need to be addressed when developing a strategy to bring about a sustainable economy, this article focuses on the following: keeping the functions of government and commerce separate; incorporating localized governance and stakeholder involvement; and establishing subsidies, taxes, and other economic incentives for sustainable commercial behavior. This article concentrates on these three issues because of their importance in fostering The Natural Step framework. Depending upon the type of environmental improvements that take place from furthering these policies, such progress could result in meeting any or all of The Natural Step’s four system conditions. Furthermore, lawyers can have a significant role in bringing about substantial changes in these areas as well.

In a holistic view, the issues that also should be examined in the sustainability context include environmental justice, devising a more localized business focus, and using behavioral psychology to generate a greater understanding of sustainable principles. Environmental justice involves the notion of fairness. Environmental justice issues are raised when a concentration of environmental hazards exists in urban areas affecting low-income minority communities at disproportionate rates when compared to those of the rest of society.

Maintaining a dominant small business force is critical to a sustainable economy. Due to their size, small businesses are closer to their customers and “are in a better position to organize and educate those customers to perceive the difference between a product made sustainably and one that is not.” While currently, the government institutes elaborate systems of subsidies to big business, government must reverse this trend to allow the smaller, entrepreneurial, and restorative businesses to gain the competitive advantage. Many of the decisions businesses make fail to recognize the benefits of being smaller and more localized, which enable them to be in a better position to adapt to changing ecological and regulatory constraints as well as the constantly evolving commercial marketplace. Furthermore, using behavioral psychology as an approach to achieving The Natural Step principles can prove to be an effective means to change social values, habits, aspirations, and actions. Multi-level behavioral psychology strategies can affect behavior at all levels of society (from the personal and family level to the neighbor-
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The lawyer's role.

By serving as a classical "instrument of social cohesion and social discourse about critical concerns and community resources... [law has] developed a rhetorical capacity of influencing right action." The law can keep government responsible and honest, generate more localized governance by fostering broad citizenship participation and democratic consensus in the decision-making process, assist in promoting public understanding of critical social issues, and establish subsidies and economic incentives to encourage sustainable activity-all of which are vital to successfully implementing The Natural Step in a comprehensive manner.

Lawyers can help in bringing about the necessary changes in government that are needed to guide society on a sustainable path. In fact, lawyers are responsible for examining and challenging critical societal problems and dilemmas. Members of the legal profession and the government have a duty to the rest of society to improve the law in a manner that promotes the public good. Unlike most other professions, lawyers are in a unique situation which imposes upon them the obligation to take on a greater role in effectuating societal change. Accordingly, lawyers should proactively seek to implement changes through the political process, through their role as government regulators, and through their interaction with clients, whether they be individuals, corporations, municipalities, or other organizational entities.

The nature of a lawyer's role in managing his or her clients may be changing quite rapidly. We have reached a time when certain activities are known with scientific certainty to cause particular social and environmental harms. As we have seen with the tobacco industry, we are now in an era where these destructive activities, while continuing to be conducted with the knowledge that they cause public harm, will lead to expanding widespread tort claims to repay society for the damages they have caused. Thus, the duty of directors of corporations in this new arena of socially responsible business will mean more than merely having to comply with environmental regulatory schemes. Tort liability (among others) will increase the duty of care that they owe to the public in the ecological context. In fact, the Security Exchange Commission's environmental disclosure requirements already establish the duty to disclose to the public certain environmental information.

Thus, lawyers, as counsel to these organizational entities, also must shift their thinking. The duty that lawyers owe their clients would
necessitate a drastic change in their counsel of business policy. As legal counsel, a lawyer’s role would require that she recommend that her clients exist more in line with The Natural Step principles in order to avoid potential future liability.211

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct set forth that, when advising a client, a lawyer may consider “moral,… social and political factors that may be relevant to the client’s situation.”212 Because a lawyer may volunteer advice without being asked, lawyers should take a more proactive role in bringing about greater socially responsible behavior among their clients.213 A lawyer’s duty justifies that they incorporate a long-term analysis and vision in order to promote long-term prosperity for their client as a primary goal.

Corporate lawyers who acquire this long-term vision and who are employed by companies working toward sustainable practices also need to become actively involved in establishing good public policy. These lawyers should use their legal skills and knowledge to change laws in ways that would increase environmental regulatory standards to those which their organizations currently comply with or are working toward meeting in the future. In doing so, their clients or employers will gain an enormous competitive advantage while the lawyers in turn, serve the public good trying to protect our natural ecosystem more effectively.

Consequently, an additional significant value of The Natural Step is its ability to help lawyers attain a systems-based perspective and approach to client counseling and decision-making. Lawyers with knowledge and understanding of The Natural Step acquire an important and tangible benefit. These lawyers gain a set of skills that will enable them to take their clients beyond compliance to substantially reduce or eliminate environmental liabilities, realize eco and energy efficiencies and gain a competitive advantage. The reduction or elimination of environmental liabilities can potentially save the client thousands, if not millions, of dollars in exposure to future legal fees and lawsuit verdicts. Moreover, adoption of The Natural Step model can lead to significant cost savings, better design innovation, improved public perception, and greater worker satisfaction, all of which can benefit the company’s bottom line. These attributes provide a further basis for lawyers to recommend implementation of The Natural Step principles to their clients.

Furthermore, lawyers have a critical role in advancing the three concepts discussed in the following section: keeping the functions of government and commerce separate; incorporating localized governance and stakeholder involvement; and establishing subsidies, taxes, and other economic incentives for sustainable commercial behavior.

B. Government Reinvention of Environmental Regulation

The Natural Step framework provides an important set of criteria for determining whether government is supporting and promoting sound ecological principles in its regulatory efforts. Likewise, The Natural Step provides a framework for government to take a more systems-based approach to environmental regulation.

In many ways, The Natural Step complements many of the existing laws and programs already in place.214 Under the Clinton Administration, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) has brought a multitude of government reinvention efforts, totaling more than sixty programs.215 Most of EPA’s initiatives are structured as voluntary efforts, giving industry and the public an opportunity to improve environmental management systems; was passed on June 8, 1999 as House Bill 6830, Senate Amendment A. See id.
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to participate, as opposed to mandating new regulatory approaches. In fact, many of the programs “depend on industry to bring forth specific proposals, placing both government regulators and private sector public interest representatives in a fundamentally reactive posture.”216 Thus, “without industry cooperation, reinvention cannot proceed.”217 While many of the initiatives include concepts that this article emphasizes as critical to bringing about a sustainable future, such as allowing the regulated community greater flexibility to reach performance standards, more localized governance and increased stakeholder involvement in the decision-making process, and establishing various financial incentives for sustainable commercial behavior, few incorporate a holistic or ecosphere-based approach to comprehensively foster The Natural Step framework. The EPA programs that have significant overlapping philosophies with The Natural Step model are Community-Based Environmental Protection, Brownfields, and the Common Sense Initiative.218

EPA’s Community-Based Environmental Protection (“CBEP”) is perhaps the most similar program to The Natural Step philosophy. Its approach is “place-based” and not media or issue-based.10 Thus, instead of concentrating on a medium or a particular problem, CBEP focuses on the health of an ecosystem and the behavior of humans who live within the ecosystem’s boundaries.220 The CBEP approach also incorporates stakeholder involvement, which in turn facilitates comprehensive identification of local environmental problems, the setting of priorities and goals that reflect overall community concerns, and the generation of comprehensive, long-term solutions.221 Because of its holistic focus, in theory CBEP meets all four system conditions. Like The Natural Step, CBEP’s ecosystem-based approach to environmental protection addresses the rate of extraction and dispersion of materials from the earth’s crust (first system condition), the rate that substances are produced and dispersed by human society (second system condition), the condition of the productive capacity and diversity of the ecosphere (third system condition), and the fair and efficient use of resources (fourth system condition).222

Brownfields are “[a]bandoned, idled or under-used industrial and commercial facilities where expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination.”223 The purpose of EPA’s Brownfields Initiative is to clean up these abandoned, idled or under-used sites so that they can be developed and restored to their productive uses once again. The initiative takes
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advantage of the existing infrastructure and other urban systems, such as electricity, sewer, water, transportation, and human resources, already in place at the site.\textsuperscript{224} In addition, the initiative seeks to empower states, communities, and other stakeholders in economic development to work together to "prevent, assess, safely clean up, and sustainably reuse brownfields."\textsuperscript{225} Thus, if followed according to its mission, the Initiative would meet The Natural Step's third and fourth system conditions.\textsuperscript{226} By preventing contamination, cleaning up, and sustainably reusing brownfields, the program satisfies the third system condition requirement that the ecosystem not be mismanaged or displaced in such a way that systematically deteriorates its productive capacity and its diversity. Likewise, because brownfields exist in low-income minority communities at disproportionate rates when compared with the rest of society, cleaning up these sites satisfies the fourth system condition requirement that the use of resources be fair and efficient.\textsuperscript{227}

EPA's Common Sense Initiative ("CSI") incorporates a distinct approach to environmental protection and pollution prevention. CSI addresses environmental management by industrial sector rather than by environmental medium (air, water, and land).\textsuperscript{228} EPA selected the automobile manufacturing, computer and electronics, iron and steel, metal finishing, petroleum refining, and printing industries to serve as CSI pilots to explore the industry-based, multi-stakeholder approach to environmental regulation.\textsuperscript{229} In order to include all relevant interests in the decision-making process, multiple stakeholders were invited to participate in the dialogue.\textsuperscript{230} The diverse stakeholders seek ways to improve environmental performance within their specific industry both by looking at the traditional regulatory functions and by searching for new opportunities that have yet to be investigated or recognized.\textsuperscript{231} While many proposals have been brought forth within the CSI subcommittees, the jury is still out on whether CSI will achieve its goals and generate improved environmental performance among the industrial sectors involved.\textsuperscript{232} Depending upon the nature and substance of environmental improvement that results from the program, CSI could meet any or all of The Natural Step's four system conditions.\textsuperscript{233}

1. Keeping the Functions of Government and Commerce Separate

The interaction between government and commerce must be separated. We must create a form of government that can perform its governmental functions without the influence of corporate business.\textsuperscript{234} On the other hand, commerce must be allowed to operate on its own terms once the government takes political responsibility for enacting policies into law.\textsuperscript{235} Commercial enterprise has proven over and over again that it has the ability to generate remarkable solutions through its vision and ingenuity. Accordingly, The Natural Step principles can be met if government leaders lay down the policies, are serious about enforcing them, and keep their own hands off commerce's ways and means of complying.\textsuperscript{236} In this framework, there should be a flexible regulato-
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ry approach that establishes strict environmental performance standards but allows competition in industry to establish how those standards will be met. Critics of the present regulatory framework claim that the system, by requiring the installation of a given technology, chills technological innovation and eliminates meaningful incentives for business to innovate for pollution prevention because business has no mechanism for obtaining approval of alternative approaches and no way to recover the costs of their original investment.

Lawyers can play integral roles in establishing these policies. They can ensure that the types of laws and programs put in place will keep the functions of government and commerce separate. Through their work, lawyers can confirm that environmental protection laws are based on sound ecological principles and that the laws require that commerce meet strict environmental standards. Lawyers also can help to maintain that the regulatory structure is being properly followed and suitably enforced.

Many of the Clinton Administration’s reinvention projects incorporate a more flexible regulatory approach in meeting environmental standards. EPA’s Permits Improvement Team (“PIT”) program does so while conceivably establishing a more protective performance standard. PIT seeks to involve public performance-based permitting which allows flexibility as to how a permittee will meet performance standards by shifting the focus towards the measurement and assurance of performance. Such a shift would improve the company’s environmental performance with respect to The Natural Step’s second system condition. Although the PIT program is still in its conceptual stage, its goals are very promising.

Project XL, which stands for “eXcellence and Leadership,” is perhaps EPA’s most prominent reinvention program. The pilot program allows the EPA to establish site-specific agreements with project sponsors to help the Agency redesign current approaches to public health and environmental protection. “Sponsor” is defined broadly to include everything from a single manufacturing plant to a unit of local government to a military base or other facility. Project XL allows individual facilities the flexibility to develop their own innovative strategies to environmental management and protection to achieve environmental results “superior” (either directly or indirectly through reinvestment of cost savings) to those reached by conventional regulatory and policy approaches. EPA uses a two-part method for determining whether an XL...
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project will achieve superior environmental performance. First, EPA develops a quantitative baseline estimate of what would have happened to the environment absent the project and compares that baseline estimate against the project’s anticipated environmental performance. Second, EPA considers both quantitative and qualitative measures in determining whether the project’s anticipated performance will be superior to the baseline.

EPA states that regulatory flexibility can be provided by establishing “site specific rules, alternative permits and waiver processes,” in addition to “offering flexibility in its policies, guidance, procedures and other approaches.”

“Firms participate in XL for many reasons. However, in general, firms that successfully develop and implement XL projects utilize the flexibility offered by the program to reap financial, competitive, and community benefits.”

Virtually any regulatory requirement can be waived in exchange for the achievement of “superior” environmental performance. Such strategies must be supported by stakeholders as well as affected State, local and tribal governments. The program guidelines prescribe that project sponsors should provide stakeholders with any needed training on technical issues and collaborative processes. Unfortunately, this training does not appear to be a requirement. Notwithstanding the perceived “superior” environmental performance that should result, Project XL has been “under constant fire from national and local environmentalists and community representatives, who condemn it on the basis of both substance and process.”

EPA has admitted making mistakes in the initial design of the program and has implemented changes to attempt to address the problem that “superior” environmental performance is not being delivered as intended. Furthermore, participation from industry has been much less than expected, as industry is “increasingly discouraged by the unexpectedly high transaction costs of participation, “confused over the role of stakeholders, and frustrated over the length of the project review process and the conflicting signals from different levels of EPA staff.” Consequently, an unknown EPA staff member coined the slogan, “If it isn’t illegal, it isn’t XL.”

2. Green Plans: Localized Governance and Stakeholder Involvement

In the new, restorative economy, the solution lies in local and regional leadership. In order to achieve a sustainable society, it will have to come from the grassroots up. It will have to take on a process of inclusive dialogue where all viewpoints are represented and involved. It involves a “holistic, bottom-up, community-based, multi-issue, cross-cutting, integrative, and unifying paradigm for achieving healthy and sustainable communities.”

Government needs to rethink its approach to achieving social goals and must acknowledge its limits- that its lack of money, people, and knowledge make it impossible to oversee and calibrate all societal relationships. It is more efficient and effective to give people a vision and let them figure out how to get there themselves. Therefore, government must facilitate the calibrations and get relationships in place so that they can work out their own agreements.

---
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Green plans, which are government strategies aimed at moving society toward sustainability, should be established, as they have in such nations as the Netherlands, New Zealand, Canada, and Singapore, where they have achieved success (whereby the Netherlands and New Zealand provide the principal examples). In addition to being comprehensive, integrated, and large-scale, green plans also are based on the critically important premise that our social and economic well-being depends on a healthy environment, and that we must manage our natural and physical environment in a sustainable fashion if we want to continue to meet our own needs and to allow future generations to meet theirs. Green plans replace single-issue policies and incorporate comprehensive environmental, economic, and equity strategies developed through consultation with the major societal sectors. Green plans incorporate a systems-based approach to solving environmental problems. They provide the governmental leadership with the methodology to take society beyond the media-by-media approach that currently governs our environmental laws. Green plans also reduce bureaucracy, delegate responsibility to the appropriate parties, secure broad, long-term support and, most importantly, achieve results.

As such, green plans can bring about all of the recommendations discussed in the sections above.

While green plans set environmental standards at national and regional levels, they are not directed from the top down. Rather, they delegate to local authorities the responsibility for managing local environmental problems and implementing much of the respective components of the plan. A "green plan is not a project, but a process, one that involves a shift in thinking about the ways in which we interact with the environment." In particular, through government mandate, green plans can empower communities to take on many of the government's functions in order to implement government policy and monitor commercial activity more effectively and efficiently. Accordingly, communities will possess a more active role in environmental public policy determinations. As they have in other countries, the government should contribute fund-
ing to cover the costs of community efforts and provide competent and objective technical assistance. Lawyers can help to promote green plans by assisting in the development of laws that provide for their implementation on national, regional and local levels.

"A major component of the government decision-making in any green plan is a process that involves stakeholder involvement." This new approach involves a consensus model "in which the constituencies that make up a community work together to articulate a common vision of the future and to articulate strategies for its achievement." In this framework, representatives from all sides of an issue are involved and all authority and responsibility rests with the group itself. It means early, ongoing and meaningful public participation, whereby mechanisms are established to ensure that all community members have full participation, including training and support for community groups, technical assistance grants and community advisory groups. Consequently, the decisions made by the consensus group must be supported by government and implemented into local law. This approach achieves the best possible result because the decision-makers are better able to understand the complexity of the issues. In addition, it allows for all opposing viewpoints to be heard, assures that stakeholders will not feel compromised and generates trust within the community. Lawyers can have a significant role in stakeholder decision-making approaches. They can help to establish the decision-making framework, assure that all interested and affected parties are represented, monitor the consensus process and guarantee that end results effectively become passed into local law.

In its involvement in the EPA Stakeholder Involvement Action Plan, EPA maintains it has learned a great deal about the value and benefit of stakeholder involvement in environmental decision-making processes and the Agency has taken steps to increase opportunities for, and the quality of, stakeholder involvement in its regulatory and non-regulatory programs. The Common Sense Initiative provides a substantive example of the Agency’s use of stakeholder involvement. To ensure that all relevant interests are brought to bear on the changes that evolve under CSI, the program invited the participation of multiple stakeholders. In addition, EPA’s Regulatory Negotiation and Consensus-Based Rulemaking program aims to "increase the use of regulatory negotiation and other consensus-based decision processes" through the use of "increased community and stakeholder involvement, partnership programs, and consensus-based project development." Industry, government regulators, labor unions, environmental organizations and environmental justice groups have been brought together to explore and promote innovative reforms in order to improve traditional regulatory approaches within the specific sectors.

Project XL also incorporates a stakeholder element. For this purpose, EPA has defined "stakeholder" to include "communities near the project, local or state governments, businesses, environmental or other public
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interest groups, or other similar entities." EPA later added, "this definition includes both those stakeholders in the proximity of the project and those stakeholders interested in the broader implementation of the concepts being tested in the project, such as state, regional or national environmental groups." Every decision within each subcommittee must be consensus-based "which means giving all voices an equal chance to speak; treating all options, suggestions, and opinions as worthy of consideration; and promoting flexibility." Both CSI and Project XL require industry applicants to negotiate proposals with a full range of interested constituents before EPA will sign off on a project. Due to its strong public participation component, CSI should generate meaningful community involvement in the decision-making process.

The Community-Based Environmental Protection scheme tends to generate an even greater and more diverse number of stakeholders because the program "affects all individuals, groups, and industries concerned with the health and sustainability of a certain geographic area." Such stakeholders include EPA Headquarters officials, EPA Regional officials, state officials, city planners, environmental groups, non-governmental organizations, tribal leaders, regulated communities, community groups, academics and concerned citizens. This program appears to embody the truest form of stakeholder decision-making, given that all parties retain an equal voice throughout the process and the final decisions are followed accordingly.

Based on its experience using stakeholder involvement processes, EPA maintains that there are some key issues that need improvement before it will implement stakeholder involvement processes in the future. Some of the problems that have existed in the past include the following: (1) confusion as to how stakeholder involvement contributes to actual Agency decisions, which has led to stakeholder "frustration as participant expectations do not coincide with Agency actions;" (2) misconceptions as to the type of stakeholder involvement most appropriate for the decision being made and the type of results needed; (3) the reality that "some outside groups and interests find that it is difficult to commit the time and resources needed for effective participation in all of the activities to which they are invited;" and (4) EPA staff, at times, is unable to provide the planning and managing which is needed for ongoing stakeholder involvement activities.

The Project XL pilot project at the Intel site in Arizona demonstrates many of the challenges that can result from a stakeholder process. The stakeholder team identified the diverse frames of reference among stakeholders, the inefficiency of the process and the institutional inertia that exists with reinvention techniques as the "pesky but surmountable challenges" that the stakeholder process faced. In particular, the conflicting frames of reference between stakeholder representatives created delays because common ground was difficult to identify on a few major issues. The stakeholders also concluded that the stakeholder process was inefficient in direct proportion to its openness. Finally, institutional inertia became a common obstacle as managers were "unfamiliar with the process and skeptical of experimentation," attorneys were concerned about potential litigation, and advocates "dubious about extending trust"
were adverse to experimentation. These problems are inherent in any stakeholder involvement process and pose serious obstacles for the use of stakeholders in government action.

The Stakeholder Involvement Workgroup has attempted to tackle these issues and has adopted an Action Plan to further research techniques and approaches to improving the stakeholder involvement process. The Action Plan is based on the recommendations of participants involved with the CSI process. Some of these recommendations include: “using common vocabulary and the typology of stakeholder involvement techniques to build common understanding among participants,” “using analytical tools to enhance effectiveness,” and establishing “coordinating mechanisms to build internal and external capacity.”

Other potential problems with stakeholder involvement is determining where the involvement is to occur. For example, involvement could exist on a per-plant level, on a per-corporation level, on a per-industry level or on a national (i.e. green plan) level. The decision to include stakeholders at any or all levels has varying ramifications on the organizations affected. Because industry, in general, does not like to give out information, the more times that a specific company has to go through the stakeholder process, the greater resistance industry most likely will impose.

Nonetheless, stakeholder involvement in environmental decision-making has demonstrated that it can achieve greater overall benefits than can other, more traditional approaches. In addition, the process empowers citizens, educates them about important societal issues and promotes a sense of identification among citizens with their communities. When people become rooted in their community and feel as if they have a meaningful interest in its future, they will be more compelled to act as stewards of their natural environment.

Lawyers can help foster this transformation to bring about a greater educated public and a more involved and effective governmental structure by generating empowerment within the communities in which they work and live. Within this new framework, government along with local communities should establish indicators to monitor particular environmental aspects relating to the health of the local ecosystem. Analysis of long-term trends toward sustainability are not prevalent in government activity. These indicators include such factors as air quality, watershed quality, and species diversity. All indicators must be accurate, reliable, and relevant. Government then must effectively monitor the indicators to evaluate where improvement is needed. Finally, government, through a ranking system, must act upon the areas that the indicators demonstrate warrant government assistance.

Furthermore, the community should be allowed independent review of business activi-
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ties in order to better manage environmental hazards.302 Inherent in this analysis is a requirement that industrial sites perform environmental audits at least annually.303 EPA has concluded that public access to information may be the necessary factor that leads to improved environmental results in individual facility activities with less governmental involvement.304 Thus, citizens should have access to commercial facilities and be involved in gathering and monitoring their own health and environmental quality.305 Workplace and environmental monitoring, performed at least quarterly by community members, would test the worksite, employee exposure indicators and environmental emissions.306 Properly trained community residents can provide information that is as rigorous as data provided by paid professionals. Data quality is strongest when the people collecting it are the first to use it. Professional monitors often do not collect enough representative data because they do not use it, and because of the time and cost of collecting many samples in an area that may be unfamiliar to them. Volunteer resident monitors generally have a much denser spatial and temporal mix of sampling sites than is possible for public agencies struggling to bring industries into minimum compliance with environmental laws.307 This role for communities provides the background of routine environmental monitoring necessary for public agencies and industry to uncover environmental contamination, mismanagement of environmental resources and threats to the natural system.308 EPA’s Permits Improvement Team (“PIT”) program seeks to involve the public not only in the setting of performance standards, but also in “the measurement and judgment of performance.”309 Hopefully, the PIT program and other government regulatory schemes can increase the public involvement with environmental monitoring efforts.

3. Establishing Subsidies, Taxes and Other Economic Incentives for Sustainable Commercial Behavior

Many of the Clinton Administration’s reinvention projects incorporate incentives for better environmental performance. EPA’s Compliance Incentives for Small Business is a program that encourages small businesses to expeditiously remedy violations discovered through compliance assistance and environmental audits by setting forth a settlement penalty policy that financially rewards such behavior (via penalty modifications where the amounts waived are used to bring the entity into compliance) and providing guidance for states and local governments to offer the same incentives.310 Likewise, EPA’s Flexible State Enforcement Responses to Small Community Violations gives states enforcement flexibility to provide compliance incentives when addressing a small community’s environmental violations.311 This will afford states the ability to develop small community environmental compliance assistance programs tailored to local conditions and specific state needs.312 EPA also created the Flexible Compliance Agreements for Specific Industries and Incentives for Auditing, Disclosure, and Correction programs which aim to increase compliance “by allowing companies to dis-
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close violations and correct them in a timely manner.”113 While these programs deserve merit for encouraging compliance among the regulated community, they operate within the present regulatory structure and do not create incentives to generate environmental performance that goes beyond compliance.114

Through the use of subsidies, taxes and other economic incentives, government must influence businesses to move beyond compliance toward the development of sustainable, restorative organizations according to The Natural Step principles.115 Government must stop subsidizing activities that exploit the environment (such as cars, waste disposal, and nuclear fission) and start subsidizing activities such as “clean technologies that will lead to more jobs and innovation.”116 Clean technologies are those that operate according to The Natural Step principles.

The current tax system generally fails to tax environmentally damaging practices.117 Government should revise the tax system to stop encouraging undesirable behaviors, such as resource depletion and pollution, and stop taxing desirable behaviors, such as income and work.118 If taxes are used in this way, they can enforce the payment of full costs.119 The result will create a pathway to innovation by providing incentives for producers to lower their costs and, in effect, reduce the negative effects they cause to the environment.120 Furthermore, the nation’s energy, agricultural and transportation policies should be changed to become more responsive to environmental concerns.120 Lawyers can play an integral role to bring about such reforms.

Government must create the necessary incentives for businesses to design their processes and products in more sustainable ways.122 EPA’s Design for the Environment (“DFE”) program123 helps businesses incorporate environmental considerations into the design and redesign of products, processes, and technical and management systems through voluntary partnerships with industry, universities, research institutions, public interest groups, and other government agencies.124 Another EPA program, the Environmental Accounting Project (“EA Project”), encourages and motivates business to better understand the full spectrum of their environmental costs so that business will integrate these costs into decision-making.125 Similarly, EPA’s Environmental
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Technology Initiative ("ETI") promotes improved public health and environmental protection by advancing the development and use of innovative environmental technologies.326 Environmental technologies “prevent pollution, control and treat air and water pollution, remediate contaminated soil and groundwater, assess and monitor exposure levels and manage environmental information.”327 While DfE, EA Project, and ETI all are steps in the right direction (and support The Natural Step’s first, second and third system conditions), due to their voluntary nature, the programs fail to go far enough to foster the type of design that would eliminate non-biodegradable waste and unrecyclable components from production processes.328 Systems of feedback and accountability can be established in commerce by having industry dovetail their material and waste flows to eliminate pollution.329 EPA’s WasteWise program addresses this issue in its promotion of solid waste reduction.330 While WasteWise assists organizations to design innovations that eliminate waste from their processes, the program also is only voluntary and fails to generate the industrial ecological framework that is required (where the out product of one factory is the raw input of another). As a way to take this process a step further and eliminate waste altogether, government could create an “intelligent product system.”331 An intelligent product system goes to the heart of The Natural Step’s second system condition- that substances must not be produced and dispersed at a faster rate then they can be broken down and integrated into the cycles of nature or deposited into the earth’s crust.332 This system initiates a cradle-to-cradle philosophy by holding manufacturers liable for all that they produce, which, in theory, will eliminate all non-biodegradable waste and non-recyclable components from their production processes.333 This would prove an extremely useful doctrine to implement through law, which would establish that the least expensive means of manufacturing a product will be the most environmentally benign and constructive means.334 Furthermore, public utilities should be established to regulate the supply and production of raw materials and resources in order to ensure the long-term viability of the resource.335 The utility would be managed to maximize income from its fees (for use of the resource), and therefore it would have no economic interest in over-utilization or exploitation, since any form of degradation would reduce the value of the utility to its owners.336 The utility would monitor usage of the raw materials or the resource so that income was maximized-where the utility would assure continued fees in the future. Many resource systems in the world, such as oil, timber, grasslands and salmon “are presently over-exploited and could benefit from becoming a utility that
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is publicly regulated, privately managed, and market-based.337 Thus, government should take these resource systems and develop public utility regulatory strategies for their long-term protection. An additional approach would be the development of public common law to regulate natural resources.338 Such a law is implicit in the Constitution and it needs to be made explicit.

V. Conclusion

We must create a constituency for change. We must generate an educated, activist network of people dedicated to attaining a society that exists according to The Natural Step principles.339 Everyone within society will need to participate toward the same goal—a goal that our government leaders will need to clearly establish, clarify and promote. Government leaders will have to become more responsible to the public and develop a more long-term vision when making policy determinations. Accordingly, the role and function of government must be transformed and entirely redefined. In this new paradigm, lawyers must assume a more proactive role in bringing about this change. Lawyers need to be responsible for framing important issues and generating broad public dialogue and decision making to solve societal problems.340 They must recognize their obligations as guardians of social cohesion by better educating the public, by demonstrating to people what they can do with information and knowledge, and by empowering communities to take action.341 They must be a force that moves society toward sustainability.

Business leaders also will have to recognize the need for dramatic changes within their institutions. They must accept environment’s limited capacity and avoid continuing to be the central obstacle to the new, restorative economy. Business leaders will need to actively initiate a complete overhaul of current business practices and systems and take the lead to demonstrate that they are capable of operating sustainable enterprises.

Given all that we must accomplish, The Natural Step model provides a compass with which to guide us to a sustainable future. Its principles have proven useful and effective. Nevertheless, because The Natural Step is only a theoretical model, a strategic implementation program must supplement the model to bring about more effective regulatory measures, powerful economic incentives within the commercial marketplace and a more localized and publicly involved governmental approach. Through the adoption of The Natural Step model and these other methods, we can develop toward a more sustainable, restorative existence.
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